
Feb 2018 

Interagency Aviation Training Subcommittee (IATS)
Request for Change 

Requestor: (check applicable boxes) 

 BIA  BLM  BOEM  FWS  BOR 

 BSEE  FWS  NPS  NSF  OAS 

 States  USFS  USGS  NWCG Committee   Other 

Contact Information: 

Name:  ______________________________________________

Agency:  _____________________________________________

Home Unit: Contact #:  

Email:  

Date Submitted:  

Describe the Proposed Change* (Provide a concise description): 

Description of the Issue/Reason for Change* (Concise overview and background): 

Systems Affected by Change* (i.e., IAT Website, IAT Guide, Policy): 

For IATS Use Only 

IATS Tracking #: 

Approval: 

 Approved  Not Approved  Pending 

Date:  Name: 

Rationale: 

*Attach any supporting documentation that may help to further explain the requested change.

Send completed form to your bureau IATS member and the IATS Chair.   IATS Roster link

https://www.nwcg.gov/committees/interagency-aviation-training-subcommittee/roster
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	Home Unit: 208-433-5056
	Date Submitted: 4/12/2018
	Describe the Proposed Change Provide a concise description: A-208 is currently required once for the Interagency aviation training position of "Aviation Manager".  The class is listed in the IAT Guide as "2 hours".1.: Propose adding the course to the position requirement of Aviation Dispatcher.  One time only.2:. Propose increasing the length of the course from 2 hours to 3 hours.
	Description of the IssueReason for Change Concise overview and background: A-208 was recently updated to include an overview of cooperators - including Affiliates, states, Canadian governmental aircraft, Regular DoD, States National Guard, DHS and the various Memorandums of Understanding between cooperators and the DOI/USFS regions.The The DOI OPM-29 was added almost in its entirety to define mission profiles and the differences that define them.The DOI OPM-11 and the FS 5709.16 updates regarding UAS were included to address cooperator and UAS operator/VO requirements.Added a description of the operating authority defining Public and Civil aircraft added.A dispatcher will benefit because they will understand the mission profiles of the various special uses and the considerations for cooperators and UAS. Currently dispatchers do not have training regarding special use, cooperators or approval for UAS or military cooperators.  The dispatchers are having to learn about cooperators, the military and UAS, but are receiving it second hand.
	Systems Affected by Change ie IAT Website IAT Guide Policy: IAT Guide, OPM-4, Grandfathering requirements, IAT Website.  Current, former and future Aviation Managers and Dispatchers.
	Approved: Off
	Not Approved: On
	Pending: Off
	Date: 4/25/18
	Name: Kirk Rothwell IATS Chair 
	Rationale: Recommend adding to Aviation Dispatcher position requirement as one time only training, need more rationale for approval. Recommendation: resubmit with more detail to support request.
	name: Cannon Mix
	IATS Tracking#: 18-05b
	agency: DOI-OAS
	email: Cannon_Mix@IOS.DOI.GOV
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